
Gimbal bearings provide the necessary compliance between 
the riser system and vessel to protect drilling equipment from 
excessive stresses and damage. The traditional gimbal bearing 
uses multiple elastomeric pads in a circular array to share the 
weight of the drilling riser while accommodating the motions of the 
vessel and riser. The extreme loading and environmental conditions 
these pads experience in service can lead to severe elastomer 
degradation and bond separation, shortening the pad life. 

There are four main areas that influence the fatigue life of a 
traditional gimbal pad. These areas are elastomer choice, part 
configuration, bonding technology, and inherent design of the 
gimbal bearing system. LORD gimbal pads address the first three areas to provide longer service life and decreased 
maintenance. LORD gimbal pads are a drop-in replacement in most applications. To address the fourth area of traditional 
gimbal bearing fatigue, LORD offers a universal joint style gimbal bearing for extreme applications. More information on 
the universal joint style gimbal bearing can be found at lord.com.

LORD gimbal pads utilize a proprietary natural rubber formulation which provides greater fatigue life than the nitrile 
traditionally used. Environmental protection is achieved through another LORD proprietary material called HPC which 
stands for “High Performance Coating”. LORD® HPC coating provides superior resistance to ozone, fluid exposure, and 
sunlight without impacting part function. After prolonged exposure to petroleum fluid, HPC-coated natural rubber retains 
all mechanical properties while exhibiting less swell than uncoated nitrile. The HPC coating can be colored to provide a 
contrasting color to the underlaying elastomer which provides visual condition monitoring.

Improving the Reliability of 
Traditional Gimbal Bearing Pads



LORD provides valuable expertise in adhesives and coatings, vibration and motion control, and magnetically responsive technologies. With over 90 years 
of experience in industrial and aerospace sectors, we help increase the value and durability of customer products in the most challenging downhole 
and offshore environments, providing motion and vibration control solutions that meet the dynamic needs of the oil and gas industry. Our products 
include downhole shock and vibration attenuation tools, surface equipment mounts, sensing solutions, offshore flexible joints, TJ / BOP / diverter packer 
elements, adhesives and encapsulants.
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Bearing at Rest Bearing under Extreme  
Tensile Load (>300%)

LORD gimbal pads withstand extreme tensile loads while 
the rubber-to-metal bonds remain intact.

In a traditional gimbal assembly, the rotational 
motion of the spider causes massive strains in the 
elastomer at the bonded surfaces which results 
in local elastomer separation. With each cycle of 
rotation, the separation will continue to propagate 
until the pad is only functioning through the frictional 
interfaces of the separated surfaces under the 
compressive load of the riser. LORD gimbal pads 
are designed to reduce strains and thus minimize 
the elastomer degradation. Strains in the LORD 
gimbal pad are lower than the competitor’s pads 
by over 20%. This, in turn, leads to a longer 
replacement interval for LORD gimbal pads. 

Along with elastomer formulation and part design, 
LORD has deep expertise in rubber-to-metal 
bonding. LORD adhesive, manufacturing methods, 
process and quality controls ensure consistent and 
robust adhesion between the elastomer and metal 
reinforcements. 
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